Corolla tercel

Starting with the second generation, the Tercel dealership network was changed to Vista Store ,
as its badge engineered sibling, the Corolla II, was exclusive to Corolla Store locations. The
Tercel was the first front-wheel drive vehicle produced by Toyota, establishing a layout and
frame that was later used in other popular Toyota models. Also, Toyota designed the then new
A series engine for the Tercel, attempting simultaneously to achieve good fuel economy and
performance and low emissions. Choice of body styles increased as well, with the addition of a
four-door sedan. The name "Tercel" derives from the Latin word for "one third" as the Tercel
was slightly smaller than the Corolla [ citation needed ] â€”much the way " tiercel " refers to a
male falcon, which is one-third smaller than its female counterpart. Hino assembled the third
generation Tercel from to for the two-door and some three-door models. The hatchback's rear
design was the result of using taillights similar in design to those used on the bigger Mark II :
the Tercel was originally intended to be sold through Toyopet Stores , alongside the Mark II.
Transmission choices were either a four- or five-speed manual, or a three-speed automatic
available with the 1. In this new front-wheel-drive design, the first for Toyota, the engine is
mounted longitudinally. The transmission is mounted under the floorpan, as is the case in a
rear-wheel-drive car. Unlike a rear-wheel-drive car, the transmission has a ring and pinion gear
on the front part of the transmission, underneath the engine. The engine, transmission and
differential are located a little off of the centre line of the car. Halfshafts then extend from the
transmission to the front wheels. This made for a taller package than usual, making the beltline
higher as well, but Toyota felt that traditionalists might be scared off by a transverse setup. As
early as , Toyota also hinted that this setup made the conversion to a four-wheel-drive setup
easier, [11] although such a version had to wait for the second generation. The Tercel also had
rack and pinion steering , the first time such a design was used by Toyota since the GT. In
August , the Tercel and Corsa underwent a facelift, with considerable changes to the front and
minor ones to the interior and rear. Toyota redesigned the Tercel in May , now called the Tercel
in all markets. Its internal model code is the L20 series. It was available in three- or five-door
hatchback models or a four-door station wagon, and also as a four-door sedan in Japan. The
wagon was also available with four-wheel drive front-wheel-drive wagons were only available in
select markets. In Japan, a four-wheel-drive sedan was also available; it, too remained in
production alongside the wagon version even after the introduction of the third generation
Tercel. Standard front-wheel drive vehicles and four-wheel drive wagons not equipped with the
six-speed manual transmission came with either a three-speed automatic or a four- or
five-speed manual transmission. The four-speed manual was reserved for the very simplest
version in North American markets. In Japan, body styles on offer were different for the different
models as they had to suit the lineups of the various dealer networks. As only the first two
generations were sold officially in Europe, this was the last generation of the Tercel series
available there, with either the hatchback or station wagon bodywork. In Japan, power outputs
were as follows:. North American Tercels were all fitted with the 1. In Europe, both the 1. In
some markets, engines received minor improvements, such as reformulated combustion
chambers to improve emissions and fuel economy , higher compression ratios, and new
auxiliary devices for the carburettor assemblies. The four-wheel-drive models chassis code
AL25 , only with the 1. The sixth gear it carries is an "extra low" EL first gear, a standard
transmission gear with a very low 4. The EL gear generates a It is only available when in
four-wheel drive, and because of its low gear-ratio it is suitable only for very low-speed use.
Also included with better equipped four-wheel-drive models was an inclinometer above the
radio and air conditioner that measures the tilt of the car. The new Tercel 4WD was built from
existing pieces in the Toyota inventory. The engine, transaxle and front-wheel-drive system
were from the existing Tercel; the longitudinally mounted engine made such a conversion a
simple affair. When the driver pulls the 4WD selector lever back into four-wheel drive, or
presses a button on the gear selector for the automatic transmission, front and rear differentials
are driven at the same RPM via a direct mechanical coupling. There is no conventional center
differential , so the four-wheel-drive system can be used only on loose or slippery road surfaces
such as snow, gravel, or sand ; otherwise the drivetrain experiences severe wear, and handling
is compromised. The third power option which was only available on the six-speed manual is
low range. This is not the same as the low-range power option found in a truck or conventional
SUV , as the Tercel lacks a high-range-low-range transfer case. When the lever is placed in
four-wheel-drive mode it becomes possible to down shift the vehicle from first to EL. In there
were minor changes to gear ratios and to the grille design, and the interior was updated in The
Tercel wagon and four-door sedan in Japan continued with the same design until February
when the Sprinter Carib was replaced by a larger, Corolla-based design , while the sedans and
hatchbacks moved on to the newer design. In , Toyota introduced the slightly larger third
generation Tercel with a new valve engine which featured a variable venturi carburetor, and later

models with EFI. From this generation on, the engine is mounted transversely, with the
transmission mounted on the right side of the engine in a layout developed by Dante Giacosa
and earlier popularised in such vehicles as the Fiat and Volkswagen Golf. Other changes
included revised rack-and-pinion steering and a newly designed, fully independent suspension.
The Tercel continued in North America as Toyota's least expensive vehicle, while it was no
longer offered in Europe. In other markets, the smaller Starlet was also offered. The GP-Turbo
trim also came with a unique facelift, which included hidden headlamps. This was also when the
two-door sedan model was introduced, sometimes referred to as a "coupe" in the United States.
In , Toyota also introduced a turbodiesel version with Toyota's 1. This was mainly sold in the
Japanese domestic market. The wagon version continued to be of the previous generation, as
did the four-door sedan which was not exported to most countries , and continued to be so until
it was moved to the Corolla's underpinnings in The variable venturi carburettor reportedly has
some problems, especially in the earlier models, such as a too rich mixture, which is caused by
the too thin Teflon coating of the fuel-metering needle, which erodes over time due to friction. It
also has had problems with the compensator choke device , which can also cause overly rich
mixture when not working properly. Non-motorized two-point passive seatbelts for the
front-seats were introduced in Toyota introduced the fourth generation Tercel in September , as
either a three-door hatchback or as a sedan with either two or four doors. In the North American
markets it was powered by either a 1. The hatchback was not offered in North America, while the
two-door sedan was not sold in any market outside of the US and Canada. In Japan, the Tercel
was also offered in 4WD versions. Hatchback models were VC, Joinus and Avenue. The higher
level Japanese sedans have different tail lights and a better-equipped interior than the export
models. Color-keyed bumpers, full wheel covers and folded rear seat were optional on the DX,
standard on the LE. The LE has red trunk garnish similar to the Japanese model. The model had
a minor exterior redesign to the front and rear fascias and the addition of a standard driver's
side airbag and available anti-lock brakes. The Tercel was carried over to with no major
changesâ€” Haloalkane , a non-CFC refrigerant was used in the air conditioning system. In
Chile, the Tercel was introduced in as a four-door sedan with a 1. The "DX" basic version came
with tachometer and four spoke steering wheel. It gained moderate success due to the Corolla
name. In September , a Canadian-spec version was introduced to Chile to replace the previous
one with a new 1. Unlike the previous one, it was simply called "Tercel". It was brought along
the Canadian-spec Corolla to meet the new emission standard since no Latin American version
of either was yet available with a catalytic converter. Due to the higher trim level of the
Canadian-spec versions, the Tercel was initially marketed as a successor of the Corolla E90 ,
which had just been discontinued. This made it a very successful car. Designed between and ,
by Shinichi Hiranaka and Yasuhisa Hamano, in September , for the model year, Toyota
introduced an all-new Tercel. The new design offered a stiffer body [ citation needed ] with
better handling and was one of only a handful of cars in the US to have OBDII in Retaining its
compact packaging and high quality, the new Tercel featured a redesigned exterior and new
engine. The Tercel now offered standard driver's and passenger's side airbags in the United
States, but only a driver's side bag for Canada. Three-point seatbelts for front and outboard rear
passengers and adjustable shoulder-belt anchor points for front seat passengers were installed
on four-door models. All models met federal standards for side-impact protection, and offered
anti-lock brakes. Standard models came with only a four-speed manual or automatic
transmission and grey bumpers, while DX models were offered with the addition of
body-colored bumpers and either a five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission. Its
all-new appearance appears to be influenced by the Japanese-market Toyota Camry V40 series,
also introduced that year. Both vehicles were available together at Toyota Corolla Store
Japanese dealerships. Design patents were filed at the Japan Patent Office on 12 October ,
under patent number In Japan, the Tercel was again also offered with the Corsa and Corolla II
nameplates, for sale through parallel marketing channels. There was also a three-door
hatchback body version offered in addition to the four-door sedan. The two-door sedan was
only ever marketed in North America. There was also a four-wheel-drive option available in
Japan. The interior design pushed the dash further away, but brought the switches closer. This
same dashboard left sided version was shared with the Toyota Starlet and Toyota Paseo of the
time. The all-new DOHC 1. For , all North American market Tercels were available only in the CE
trim level and incorporated many of the standard and optional items from previous base and DX
models. All Tercels came standard with a new inch wheel and tire combination. Inside, the
Tercel's dashboard was revised with rotary ventilation controls. All Toyota models had revised
seat fabric and door panels. For , the Tercel's styling was updated, highlighted by multi-reflector
headlights, a revised grille and front fascia design and clear lens turn signal lights for the front
and rear. The Tercel's rear styling was also enhanced with redesigned composite tail-lights and

updated bumper molding. The new molding extended across the entire length of the rear
bumper. Production of the Tercel for the American market ended in as the model was
superseded by the Echo. Production for Japan, Canada and some other countries continued
through Taiwanese production continued until All Tercels featured a 5E-FE 1. With that engine
the car took only The car was revolutionary to that market at the time, and it was elected "car of
the year" in Chile. The XLi version was basic with no tach, and power steering was an option.
The GLi had power steering, four arm steering wheels, trunk and gas cap remote opening; and
three pointed rear seat belts standard. It was offered with either a five-speed manual
transmission or a four-speed automatic. The model had multi-reflector headlights, new fascia,
bumpers and clear turn signal lights; in the rear, new mirror style taillights and new bumper. It
was a huge success, becoming the second best-selling car in Chile for four years. In Thailand, a
version of the Tercel with different front and rear fascias was sold as the Toyota Soluna. The
name "Soluna" is taken from Spanish words sol , meaning "sun" and luna , meaning "moon".
The plain Soluna was a big seller in Thailand. A facelifted Soluna appeared in Thailand in late
and arrived in Indonesia mid The Tercel is also sold in Taiwan, which was manufactured and
assembled by Kuozui Motors. The Tercel remained smaller than the Corolla throughout its
production, though by the end of its production the Tercel had become almost the same size as
the North American-market â€” Corollas that were current at the time the Tercel was introduced.
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Replaced rear s Gasoline Gasoline. As the snow began to fall, visibility dropped and all other
traffic abandoned the roads. By the time the Corolla-Tercel appeared on the U. Many of these
cars were already second generation front-drivers, with the first wave of Fiat s, Renault 16s,
Subaru Stars and Saab V4s already fading fast from memory. There were even earlier
front-drivers, but they had faded even more quickly, mostly memorable only for their
mechanical freakishness. Ultra-conservative Toyota was seemingly late to this front-wheel drive
party, but it had its reasons. Front-wheel drive cars of the s possessed some very interesting
handling qualities. Torque steer. Even the relatively civilized Le Car might exhibit alarming
wheel hop when accelerating on loose or slippery surfaces. Exciting stuff, but not really what
the driving public was looking for, and especially not what staid Toyota buyers were looking for.
It was not to be, though. Had the Publica been launched with front-wheel drive in , Toyota would
have been a pioneer for the layout in Japan. Instead, Suzuki, Subaru, and Honda jumped in
while Toyota watched and plotted. By , when the Tercel appeared in Japan as the Corsa,
front-drive cars had more or less fallen into a common pattern: The engine was mounted
transversely, the transmission sat beside it and unequal-length drive shafts carried power out to
the wheels. Toyota, though, would not do it this way. When the Corolla-Tercel finally appeared
on these shores in late as a model, Toyota seemed to be doing its damndest to fool buyers into
believing it was just another rear-driven Corolla. They even called it a Corolla -Tercel, as if it was
just another version of the standard model. When you opened the hood of a new Corolla-Tercel
you saw a longitudinally mounted engine, front-to-back like in any standard rear-drive car.

When you shifted gears it felt the same as shifting any other contemporary Toyota. No rubbery
Honda-esque vagueness in that linkage. The steering was precise tooâ€”this was the first
Toyota since the GT to use rack and pinion steering. Power went down through four shafts
before it went to the differential in the basement. This layout, strange then and completely alien
today, allowed for a conventional engine bay, with conventional engine accessibility, and a
conventionally direct shift linkage. This set up helped reduce front overhang, since the final
drive was under the engine, instead of behind it. Further overhang reduction was accomplished
by reducing the overall length of the engine by adopting conjoined cylinder walls. The result of
all this was a very compact power unit despite its longitudinal orientation. Beyond saving
space, the bonus of keeping front overhang to a minimum was it theoretically got rid of a lot of
the understeer typical of other front-drivers. So too did doing away with wildly mismatched
driveshaft lengths. Torque-steer and other typical transverse front-drive demons were
undetectable. Toyota kept the suspension fairly conventional, with MacPherson struts in front
and independent coil springs at the rear. Both ends were helped by anti-sway bars, which also
gave the car just a hint of lift-off oversteer, at least just enough to be amusing when pushed
hard. Clever car. Additionally, the little Tercel was blessed with one more front-wheel drive
advantage: excellent traction in snow, thanks to the the weight of the drivetrain resting over the
driven wheels. It was something I learned firsthand when I got caught driving my sedan over
Raton Pass in those Holiday Blizzards of Snow fell thick and fast. Soon all other traffic had
pulled over, leaving me, alone in the Tercel on the highway. A dead heater blower meant I had to
keep driving or risk freezing if I pulled over to wait for the plows to show up. Roadside reflectors
warned me when I was aimed for driving off the pavement. I spent at least 20 minutes
zig-zagging across the lanes, at about 20 to 25 mph, changing course every time I saw another
reflector appear in front the the hood. Despite the need for frequent sudden changes of
direction, the car handled competently, sure-footedly sure-tiredly? After some time of
navigating the highway lanes by dead reckoning, I saw a plow coming up behind. I pulled over
to where I thought the shoulder might be, then followed them down the mountain. I made it in
the Tercel, pulling up to the house, tired as hell, at around three in the morning. The next day, I
awoke to the little Toyota almost up to its door handles in wet, heavy snow. After plows cleared
the roads in town, I used the Tercel to pull out several cars which had gotten high-centered
when attempting left turns over unplowed sections of road. It never failed to pull through for me
or for others for that matter. The Tercel allowed Toyota to advertise popular front-wheel drive,
without the risk of spooking off the typical Toyota customer, who might run for the hills if the
steering wheel tugged at their hands in a funny way, or if they looked into an engine bay and
saw, heaven forbid, an engine mounted the wrong way around. Unlike most of its rivals, the
Tercel sacrificed nothing to front-wheel drive, but still raked in all the benefits of the layout. In
its effort to make the most conventionally RWD-like front-wheel drive car, Toyota ended up with
what was indeed a pretty unique little vehicle. These are cited in the excellent Japanese
wikipedia entries for the Tercel and Publica here and here. Additional reading on the Tercel can
be found in this good Curbside Classic article and this wonderful history on Driven To Write.
Thank you for a well thought-out, well-written, informative, and above all enjoyable piece. The A.
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Moe Khan. Available on select Toyotas. Screen depiction accurate at time of posting. It's easy to
get where you're going with free voice-guided navigation, live traffic information, lane guidance
and more. Do not use the audio multimedia system if it will distract you. With Alexa, you can ask
to play music, listen to audiobooks, hear the news, check the weather, control smart home
devices, get directions, find parking, and moreâ€”all while you keep your hands on the wheel
and eyes on the road. Alexa lives in the cloud, so she is always getting smarter and updates are
delivered automatically. The more you talk to Alexa , the more she adapts to speech patterns,
vocabulary and personal preferences. Choose from every channel in your vehicle and enjoy the
deepest variety of music, ad-free. Root for your team anywhere you are. Hear all about your
favorite stars and subjects. Every kind of comedy, with something to make you laugh. Get news
from every source. Hear over ad-free Xtra channels of music for any mood, occasion or activity.
You can even access thousands of hours of On Demand shows and performances and get
personalized recommendations. The result: Each passenger can experience music the way the
artist intended them to. More Info. Prototype vehicle shown with options using visual effects.
See Corolla Hybrid See Corolla. Swipe to Rotate. Build Local Specials. Find Your Corolla
Compare Models. All Gas Hybrid. Preview Features Build Your Own. See what Corolla Hybrid's
all about Learn More. Explore Corolla Hybrid. Download Brochure. Find Accessories. Payment
Estimator. Read More. Hybrid LE shown in Blizzard Pearl. Extra-cost color. Performance-driven
handling meets statement-making style with the new Corolla Apex. Read Info. The available
honeycomb mesh grille confidently draws attention to Corolla's low, aggressive stance. A

bundle of active safety features [tss] standard on every new Corolla at no additional cost. Ten
standard airbags [airbag] are all part of a system designed to help keep you safe. Payment
Estimator Use the payment estimator tool to assess your payment options. The ultimate copilot.
Take the simple way there. Communicate safely on the road ahead. All your music. Beautifully
arranged. The perfect driving companion. Bring your music along for the ride. Let's go places.
What is Alexa? Meet Alexa. Using Alexa. What you love is on now. More ways to listen,
everywhere. Watch Video. Subscribers now get more than ever online and on the app. Amplify
your drive. Everything music should be. Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors
have charged a separate fee for processing, handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships.
Toyota's charge for these services is called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is
based on the value of the processing, handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as
Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a
profit on the Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available
or regionally required equipment. The published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U.
Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available
at time of posting. For more information on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery
capacity will decrease with time and use. See Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving
conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, and other factors. For more information,
see EPA estimates not available at time of posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling
pressure and ambient temperature. EPA ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4
Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory
scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. Certain models
require a different maintenance schedule as described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside
Assistance does not include parts and fluids, except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer
for details and exclusions. Valid only in the continental U. Test results are accurate as of the
date noted, using the specified audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems
and mobile apps associated with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on
software version, cellular reception and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will
be updated on an ongoing basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone
or operating system is not listed, it may still be compatible, however we do not have results to
display at this time. Please note that Toyota does not make recommendations on phone
carriers, manufacturers, models or operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may
defer the first retail payment for up to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in
Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay will increase because finance charges accrue
from the contract date origination. Earned interest over the first 90 days will be paid as interest
according to your amortization schedule and will not be waived or added to the principal.
Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum term is 72 months. Individual dealer
prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where prohibited. Not compatible with iFi
program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for details. The day program is offered June
2, through July 6, , and the day program in Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This
offer requires approved credit and financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may
be deferred for up to the first 90 days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the
total amount of interest you will pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new
Toyota vehicles only. Maximum contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain
other offers. See your participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take
delivery from July 7, through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for
these services is called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value
of the processing, handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall
pricing structure. Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl.
ToyotaCare for Mirai covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles,
whichever comes first. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an
Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for details and exclusions. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot
Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the
function, detection and range of the monitor. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and
details. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary by model, model year
or trim. All rights reserved. Android is a trademark of Google, LLC. If you decide to continue
service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and
you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and
taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All fees and programming subject to change.
Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Current
information and features may not be available in all locations, or on all receivers. Amazon, Alexa
and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon. Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available

for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details. Data charges may apply for certain functions.
Apps, prices and services subject to change at any time without notice. Vehicle user interface is
a product of Google and its terms and privacy statement apply. To use Android Auto on your
audio display, you'll need an Android Auto compatible vehicle and Android phone. Requires
compatible smartphone connected with an approved data cable into the USB media port, and
data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any
time without notice. Android, Android Auto and Waze are trademarks of Google. Drivers are
responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive
safely. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read visible lane markers under
certain conditions. It provides a visual and audible alert, and slight steering force when lane
departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and
attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and
vehicle conditions. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac
defibrillators. If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you
should deactivate this system. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without
notice. Data charges may apply. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of
the rear area of the vehicle and you should also look around the vehicle, using mirrors to
confirm rearward clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness and view may
become obscured. Effectiveness is dependent on road, weather, vehicle and sign conditions.
Use common sense when using RSA and do not drive distracted. For Toyota hybrid, plug-in
hybrid, and fuel cell and battery electric vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV
battery is covered for 10 years from original date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first.
Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See
Owner's Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. Airbag systems are Supplemental
Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types
of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating airbag, always wear
seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible. Do not put objects in
front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front
passenger seat. The Pre-Collision System PCS with Pedestrian Detection PD is designed to
determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed and damage in certain frontal
collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian. System effectiveness depends on many factors,
such as speed, size and position of pedestrian and weather, light and road conditions.
Performance tires are expected to experience greater tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life
may be less than 24, miles, depending upon driving conditions. Do not rely exclusively on the
Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to
confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the system.
Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection,
navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of Toyota's control,
which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in every city or
roadway. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Service may vary by
vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of Use apply. ToyotaCare covers normal
factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first.
Whiplash-Injury-Lessening front seats can help reduce the severity of whiplash injury in certain
rear-end collisions. When engaged, the system will reduce power to help the brakes bring the
vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver input can all impact
stopping distance. Eligible vehicle and wireless service required. Coverage and service not
available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do not drive distracted. Go to att. Data usage
and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using in-vehicle connectivity. Apps and
services subject to change at any time without notice. Full-Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise
Control is designed to assist the driver and is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving
practices. System effectiveness is dependent on road, weather and traffic conditions. System
effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions.
Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle
control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices.
Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect
whether VSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. Lane Tracing Assist LTA is
designed to read visible lane markers and detect other vehicles under certain conditions. It is
only operational when DRCC is engaged. The Adaptive Front-Lighting System helps improve
night vision. Situations such as a dirty windshield, rapidly changing light conditions or hilly
terrain may limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually turn off the system. Stolen
vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the
Toyota app. Registration required. Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at

any time without notice. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and
at toyota. Destination Assist depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection,
navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control,
which can limit system ability functionality or availability. Use common sense when relying on
this information. Services subject to change at any time without notice. See Owner's Manual
and toyota. The Service Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date
of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective trial period expires, enrollment in
paid subscription is required to access the service. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds
above 25 mph. Factors such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit
effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. Hill Start Assist Control
is designed to help minimize backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe
driving judgment and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver
input can all affect whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The engine
immobilizer is a state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your key into
the ignition switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your
Toyota dealer can help or go to When using the wireless charging system, avoid placing metal
objects between the wireless charger and the mobile device when charging is active. Doing so
may cause metal objects to become hot and could cause burns. Phone performance depends
on software, coverage and carrier. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and
begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the trial period expires,
enrollment in a paid subscription is required to access the service. The Dynamic Navigation
three year trial period begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After
the trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access the service.
Emission coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. Cargo and load capacity
limited by weight and distribution. Always properly secure cargo and cargo area. The Tire
Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire pressure is critically low. For optimal tire
wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely
solely on the monitor system. Use only if aware of circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is
legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect depends on an operative telematics device,
a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which
can limit system functionality and availability. Registration and Toyota app download required.
Brake Assist is designed to help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for
safe driving practices. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire
and road conditions. Connected Services depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's
control, all of which can limit system functionality or availability, including access to response
center and emergency support. See toyota. Information provided is based on the last time data
was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. Service Connect depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength
and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit functionality or availability. Terms
and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. The Toyota Remote Connect trial
period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle.
Paid subscription required after trial to access the service. The Wi-Fi Connect trial period is at
no extra cost and begins on the date of activation. Terms and conditions apply. When the
system is on, Electric Parking Brake is designed to engage the Parking Brake under limited
conditions. It may not hold the vehicle under all conditions. Data usage applies. Coverage not
available everywhere; see vzw. See verizonwireless. Other terms apply. Verizon Wireless data
subscription required upon end of 6-month trial period or use of 2 GB data whichever comes
first. Subject to smartphone connectivity and capability. App download required. Apps, prices
and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Skills
and services subject to change at any time without notice. Apple and the Apple logo are
trademarks of Apple Inc. Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic rules. This list
represents the phones that have been tested for compatibility with Vehicle Bluetooth and
Entune App Suite features to date. Test results are valid as of the date noted, using the
specified versions of the Audio Multimedia System, App Suite and Operating Systems. This list
will be updated on an on-going basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If you do not
find your phone on this list, please refer to Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain
awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Select apps use large amounts of data;
you are responsible for charges. Always focus on the road while driving. See apple. This page is
for personal, non-commercial use. If you want a cheap, rock-and-stick-simple, gas-sipping car
that can handle mud and snow without flinching, you'd have a tough time surpassing the Toyota
Tercel 4WD wagon. Known as the Sprinter Carib in Japan, these cartoonish-looking little

wagons proved quite popular in North America, despite their tippy handling and
patience-building double-digit horsepower, and I still find plenty of them in junkyards to this
day. Here's a first-model-year example with the luxurious by earlys Tercel standards SR5 top
trim level, found in a Denver yard last winter. I think this must be the lowest-mileage Tercel
wagon I've ever seen in a car graveyard most show very impressive final odometer readings ,
the sort generally matched only by diesel Mercedes-Benzes averaging just 3, miles for each of
its 37 years. Why, then, did someone give up on this intensely practical car? Always the
greatest weakness for Japanese cars of the s and s, corrosion took great bites out of this Tercel
over the decades or maybe it spent just a few years in places like Illinois or Michigan. Someone
tried using a large economy-size barrel of body filler and some nearly-matching paint to cover
the worst of the rot, but this never works for very long. For some reason, even otherwise
non-rusty Tercel wagons will get these holes behind the rear license plate frame. I had a couple
of California Tercels that developed this problem. The incredible earlys-style
brown-and-beige-and-tan plaid upholstery really brings the interior together. The SR5 Tercel
4WD wagons came with the same super-cool inclinometer rig on the dash that went into the
much more expensive Land Cruisers. Someone bought this one before I reached this car, but
I've already got a nice one in my collection. Automatic transmissions could be had in these
wagons, but I can't recall the last time I saw one with two pedals. The lever behind the gearshift
selected between front- and four-wheel-drive, and you would tear up your tires or worse if you
drove for long periods on dry pavement in four-wheel-drive mode. Just 63 horsepower, but you
couldn't kill it. I've owned several of these cars , both front- and four-wheel-drive varieties, and
they're really, really slow. From the era of separate California and "state" emissions regulations,
this sticker shows that we're looking at a car not sold new in the Golden State. You could drive
it to the mountains, pick up some snow, and bring the snow back to town for a tasty dessert!
We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the
lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Murilee Martin. Share 0 Comments.
This car's final owner had at least one very sheddy dog. Oh oh oh oh what a feeling! Toyota
Automotive History Wagon junkyard gems toyota tercel. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please
sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to
get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. Toyota engines. Toyota plants. The Toyota Tercel was originally named
the Corolla Tercel, but as Toyota's first front wheel drive car, it had little relation to its more
sophisticated, pricier, rear wheel drive relative. High in quality but affordable and comfortable,
the Tercel was sold in the United States a mere two years after its introduction in Japan, and
remained in the US for over a decade as Toyota's base model. The Tercel was built on the same
platform as the Starlet, and many have done engine swaps with sportier and heavier cars like
the MR2 to make the light Tercel a speed demon. The front wheel drive layout of all these cars
increased the usable interior space, allowing a very small car to be liveable. The non-transverse
mounting of the engine, then as now unusual in a front-driver four-cylinder, meant that the
transmission had to be mounted underneath the floorboards and engine, with half-shafts going
out to the front wheels. Rack and pinion steering was used, and both front and rear had
independent suspensions MacPherson struts in front, coil springs in rear. Steel belted radials
were standard, with optional aluminum alloy wheels on the SR5; black urethane bumpers were
cheaper and lighter than chromed bumpers, and more scratch and ding resistant; wide
mouldings on the side prevented door dings, and the rear windows opened. Originally there was
a two and four door sedan, two and four door Deluxe sedan, and Deluxe and SR5 liftbacks; but
was the last year for the four door base-model sedan. Deluxe models included standard tinted
glass starting in , body-side moulding, and a rear defogger. Most models used inch styled steel
wheels, and SR5 had chromed trim rings. The engine was a 1. Electronic ignition was used. The
compression ratio was 9. The engine was small but had five main bearings for reliability and
long duty. The cam was belt-driven. Three transmissions were fitted, a four-speed and
five-speed manual both synchronized, with self adjusting clutches and direct shift linkages ,
and a three-speed automatic optional in the four-door Deluxe Sedan and standard in the Deluxe

Liftback. The four speed manual was only used in the base two-door sedan; the three speed
was a modern, bandless design with carefully engineered valving and gear spacing to reduce
gear change shock. Gas mileage was an impressive 36 city, 48 highway with the four-speed
manual; 32 city, 43 highway with the five-speed manual; and 29 city, 36 highway with the
three-speed automatic. The base two-door sedan had 60 horsepower at 4, rpm, 75 lb-ft of torque
at 2, rpm. The other models upped the figures a bit, to 62 horsepower at 4, rpm and 76 lb-ft at 2,
rpm. With the five-speed manual, the Tercel was sprightly to 50 mph or so, compared with the
"smogger" straight-sixes of the time, and it held its own against the Escort - albeit not against
the 2. The first Tercels, like most front-drive competitors of the late s, was available as a
hatchback and sedan with two or four doors ; the hatchback had 26 cubic feet of space with the
rear seats down. Sedans had a meager 9. The two-door Deluxe and liftbacks had flip-open rear
quarter windows. Controls included an interior hood release and column-mounted headlight
switch; the SR5 had a tachometer and trip odometer. Air conditioning was optional except in the
base models. Side window demisters were standard, as were locking seat belt retractors to hold
car seats in ; SR5s came with an FM stereo, optional in the others; a cassette player was also
offered, along with a sunroof. An optional four wheel drive system and two more doors were
added, so that the Corolla could be a hatchback with two or four doors up front, or a station
wagon with four doors. The four wheel drive system included an unusual six-speed manual
transmission with an extra-low gear, and could be moved from front to four wheel drive without
coming to a full stop; front drive cars got a five speed manual or three-speed automatic a
four-speed manual was reserved for the "stripper" model. The Tercel wagon provided a
surprising amount of space, and could accommodate six foot tall passengers with ease, along
with their luggage. Gear ratios were changed in , and the interior was upgraded in , but
otherwise the wagon continued as it was through The wagon was taller than American designs,
and had an almost minivan-like appearance. The Tercel is unusual for redesigns because the
wheelbase was actually shortened, not lengthened; yet, Toyota took advantage of a smaller rear
suspension to actually increase interior space. The hatchback was short on elbow room, but
still provided a fairly generous interior for the price and overall size. Even though Volkswagen
had gone to multiple-port fuel injection in and other automakers were switching to single-port
injection on their entry-level models, Toyota stuck with a carbureted engine, with decent
enough performance when ordered with a stick but rather sluggish movement with the
automatic. The Tercel had rack and pinion steering, four-wheel independent suspension, and
power assisted brakes with front discs; the redesign also brought less wind resistance. Length:
inches. Wheelbase: 94 inches. Height: Weight: 1, - 2, Horsepower: depending on year. Gas tank:
12 gallons hatchbacks, 13 gallons wagon. Cargo volume: 29 cubic feet hatchbacks , 60 cubic
feet wagon. In , the Tercel received a severe cosmetic makeover and cargo-space boost. The
engine was moved up to 78 horsepower to compensate for competitors' horsepower gains by
this time, for example, Plymouth was up to 93 horsepower in its base models, which, to be fair,
were far heavier by adding a second overhead cam, using three valves per cylinder instead of
two, and moving to a sophisticated variable-venturi, single-barrel carburetor that adjusted itself
to match fuel requirements. The wagon, with the older two-barrel carb and single-cam engine,
had the same 62 hp. Even with the horsepower boost, the automatic Tercel was fairly slow to
accelerate, though the manual transmission was satisfactory; but cornering was fairly good for
the class, thanks to a fully independent suspension, rack and pinion steering, and the
transverse mounted engine. The interior space was not bad in the hatchbacks, though rear seat
legroom was naturally short very, very short in the coupe , and the sunroof cut into headroom.
The storage space was quite good with fold-flat rear seats. Gas mileage for was 41 mpg
highway with the five-speed stick. Three and four speed automatics were also available. The
Tercel 4WD - a four wheel drive high wagon - featured a unique six speed manual overdrive
transmission, the extra gear being an extra-low gear for getting out of tough spots. The wide
range of vehicles included three and five door Deluxe liftbacks, three-door standard Liftback,
two-door Deluxe and standard Coupes, EZ Liftback, and Wagon in two or four wheel drive.
Perhaps responding to the success of the Omni America and Horizon America stripper
packages, Toyota set up the Tercel EZ in mid with a low complement of standard equipment. In ,
the Tercel soldiered on without the wagons, which, due to their unique features, must have cost
Toyota quite a bit to make in relatively small quantities. In , the four-door was dropped it was
made in but not , leaving the original two-door hatch and coupe options; four wheel drive also
disappeared, but passive seat belts replaced motorized belts for the front passengers. Length:
inches coupe, wagon. Height: inches 56, wagon. Horsepower: depending on year wagon, Cargo
volume: 36 cubic feet 2-door hatch , 38 cubic feet 4-door hatch , 11 cubic feet coupe , 64 cubic
feet wagon. The Tercel gained an unprecedented level of comfort, with a surprisingly smooth
ride and well-finished interior; it was also larger and quieter than past models. The hatchback

was dropped in favor of a four-door sedan, and the 1. Following Federal requirements, a driver's
side airbag was added in ; four-wheel antilock brakes were made optional as well, and minor
changes were made to the exterior. Height: 53 inches. Horsepower: Gas tank: 12 gallons. Cargo
volume: 11 cubic feet. The fifth and final generation saw a new exterior and a new engine, as the
Echo loomed. The Tercels had standard dual airbags in accordance with new laws , three point
seatbelts for two rear passengers, and adjustable shoulder belts for front passengers in
four-door sedans. Starting in , Tercels met Federal side impact standards. ABS was kept as an
option. Amusingly in Plymouth moved from a 93 horsepower engine with lb-ft to a hp engine
with lb-ft, but the Neon was in a different price class and short-sighted cost-cutting measures
would hurt its resale value. In , Toyota adopted a single-grade strategy on the Tercel, with a
single CE trim level with many features from DX trim; wheels went up to 14 inches. The dash
panel was updated with rotary vents, and new seat fabrics and door panels were adopted. Only
a year later, in , the styling was updated outside, including new clear turn signal lights and
multiple reflector headlights; the rear styling also changed. The Toyota Paseo, sold as the
Toyota Cynos in some areas including Japan , is a Toyota-based coupe based on the Tercel,
which itself was often available as a coupe; it was available from to the last US sale was in , the
same year the first convertible - modified by ASC in California even after US sales ended - was
produced. The engine was identical to that of the Tercel. No four-speed manual was available by
no means a bad thing , just the five speed and a four-speed automatic that was unusual in a
small, inexpensive car at the time it would not be until that the Neon would get a four-speed.
See Most 9, were made in the first year. On the other hand, we do have to note that the Paseo
had the same wheelbase as the Tercel â€” unlike the Sera. The Tercel had a large number of
changes, including a redesigned interior and exterior with a state emissions-legal engine. It also
had dual airbags and side impact protection, both of which would be mandatory within the next
year or two. The exterior increased aerodynamic efficiency and lowered wind noise; the little
engine didn't need a grille for cooling, so air was taken from under the bumper instead, using an
integrated-spoiler design. This lowered drag as measured by Cd from the already good.
Meanwhile, the windows were enlarged all around and the pillars reduced in size for much
better visibility, particularly in the rear three-quarters, which newer cars from other makers have
closed off. The airy interior was made brighter by lowering the dashboard. New tail lights were
designed to make the Paseo look lower and wider, and a spoiler effect was built into trunk
styling; the rear logo moved away to show the trunk lock. Bumpers were covered with
super-olefin, resulting in considerable weight loss and scratch resistance. The radio and vent
controls were moved to be easier to reach, and a sporty white-faced instrument panel was put
in. Door panels included map pockets and padded armrests, while the lower center dash got a
slide-out cupholder; the center console was big enough to hold CDs, and the glove
compartment was made larger. Fold-forward rear seats were used for better storage. Emissions
changes included a modified intake port and combustion chamber, which reduced deposits.
The direct ignition system eliminated the distributor and coils. Cylinders 1 and 4, and 2 and 3,
fire simulatenously. The front MacPherson strut suspension and rear trailing torsion-beam with
integral stabilizer were retained but tuned for more comfort. The throw on manual transmission
models was shortened, while a new control unit was used on the automatic to control engine
torque as well as shift timing; it also did self-diagnosis and had a built-in fail-safe mode. To help
reduce wind noise, body panel gaps were reduced, rain gutters were given a lower profile, side
windows are mounted flush and door handles and mirrors are faired inward. Forums Tacoma
4Runner Corolla. Toyota Tercel and Toyota Paseo: all American generations First generation
Toyota Corolla Tercel cars The Toyota Tercel was originally named the Corolla Tercel, but as
Toyota's first front wheel drive car, it had little relation to its more sophisticated, pricier, rear
wheel drive relative. Curb weight 1, â€” 2, lb 5 spd 2, auto 2, lb Weight dist. Trailer Wt. Toggle
navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota.
Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a category or accessories.
Categories Select a Category. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured
Parts and Accessories. Historical Audio. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder. As a Toyota Tercel owner,
you know you can depend on your Tercel for many miles to come. Toyota Tercel OEM parts will
give you both peace of mind and total confidence for all those miles. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Tercel parts and accessories you
need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any

information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U. By the late s,
the third-gen Toyota Corolla had become legendary for fuel-sippingâ€” if boringâ€” reliability in
America, so when Toyota started selling the smaller and cheaper first-gen Tercel on these
shores they opted to paste the Corolla name on it, in an attempt to reassure buyers that this
weird-looking little front-drive econobox was going to be just as good as the familiar Corolla the
even more spartan rear-drive Starlet appeared in the US market a couple years later. The Tercel
was a dirt-cheap disposable car; it disintegrated quickly in rust-prone regions and a bit less
quickly in areas not generally known for rust , so almost all of the Corolla Tercels disappeared
long ago. Here's a rare survivor that I spotted in a Denver self-service wrecking yard recently.
The Tercel was well-known for its great fuel economy, and it wasn't any less pleasant to drive
than such competitors as the Dodge Omni or Datsun F But it was never loved ; when something
expensive broke, the junkyard awaited. The first- and second-generation Tercels used a
longitudinally-mounted engine with the transmission bolted to its rear, which then sends power
forward to a differential mounted beneath the engine. This made the hood a bit tall, but enabled
Toyota to add a driveshaft out the rear of the transmission for the four-wheel-drive Tercel
wagons that appeared in and sold pretty well. Like all Malaise Era subcompacts, the Tercel had
a cramped interior full of hard plastic and slippery artificial-fabric upholstery, and it was bouncy
and buzzy at highway speed. Stil
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l, I've owned a few of these cars and they were good, dependable transportation appliances.
These cars suffered from a bad problem with rear control-arm corrosion and were the subjects
of some heavy-duty recalls. The handful of first-gen Tercel owners trying to restore these cars
have taken to buying used control arms from the desert Southwest. The ones on this car don't
look so bad. Car Life. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Only US-market Tercels
had the Corolla badging. Murilee Martin. It looks rear-wheel-drive, but it's actually a
longitudinally-mounted front-drive setup. Absolutely typical subcompact interior here. Not many
of these cars are left. This one will be crushed and shredded soon. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Junkyard Treasures.

